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IN-3JRVIC3 STAFF TRAINING

The needs of electric power establishments, in **iB *?**£*' a"
a-ly changing, as are the structures, techniques, methods cf work

S?2fi2SS?»S Gaining or advanced trailing promos developed
by these establishments should therefore make it possible for all staff

t to acquira the necessary new knowledge to perform their duti^or ^
1 practice their trades. In addition, they must also pro ...a - «•■

for promotion at all levels of the hierarchy.

In this document only those problems dealing with training of
operating staff and technical supervisory staff are discussed.

*he training of professional staff and staff in the administrative,
accounting a»d commercial division, as well"as promotion opportunities

for staff are dealt with in other documents

To attain the double objective mentioned above, training programmes

may take diverse forms. Those cf interest to the African astabxi.shments

producing and districting electricity should be the following:

-■ functional literacy and introductory courses in technology;

- advanced technical training (in-service);

- training for promotion at all levelsj and

- rn-tfc.o-jo"b training*

Functional literacy and introductory courses in toohnology

Literacy programmes and an introduction to technology for adults uro

still basic requirements which cannot "be ignored by -many African

entr-KLishiients.

in tlw case of labourers and workers *iho have received a rudimentary

ediloatiOB a^d Wish, above all to improve their situation, literacy

piograassea can only succeed if they lead rapidly to the acquisition and
practice of a trade. This is the reason for functional literacy.

At present, such programmes are being carried out.ty TJH33C0 in each
inAusJ}riaJ sector or even by some companies or establishment?, ^Objectively
speaking, it seems that this form of literacy is &till mainly literary
end the functional aspects of the programme are greatly neglected because

of tas laok of adequate means; technical teaching documents, ox audio

visual eqttipaont, and qualified instructors.

Xt has "been observed that these programmes are not sufficiently

effective tnd that the number of literate staff promoted to higher

training levels is relatively low. At the Snergie aitlljl
b th

training levels is relatively
ior example, out of 60 staff members who began the introductory course

in 1968,"10 are still following it and only 3 have been sdmittou to'
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The establishments therefore develop, in their vocational training
centres, advanced training programmes of basio electro-mechanics to be
provided on aparte-tiffie Itesis (two to five, two-hour courses per week;,
or full time (duration: three to four months).

In the larger establishments they have been able to provide
specialized training, usually fall time, in courses which run from 8 to
16 weeks, depending on the field,

- It seems that advanced training courses for operating staff

should, where possible, be run at two levels, taking into account the

basic education of those concerned; senior literate staff members on

one hand, and on tho other recently emplc/ed staff with school-leaving

oertificatae (or Sv&>?*C«) training in tiade.

Training for promotion at all levels

Training for promotion shcald ensure the training of staff (workers
and supervisory staff) who are suitable for promotion to higher positions

commensurate with their ability. The programme should aim not only at

the development of professional knowledge tut also at improvement in

behaviour, particularly in the fieJds of organization and leadership.

It appears that, so far, only the larger African establishments have

developed such training in their schools for supervisory staff*.

Whatever procedure is used, whether it bs national ou multinational,

the following general outline could bended;

- Training at a basic level could be provided for skilled workers

whose promotion to supervisory grade is planned or has been recently

effected;

The training to be provided should provide instruction in organization,

management and eafe+y. Unphasis Lho-.ld be plaood ecju&JLIy, depending on

the category of staff (technical supervisory or other supervisory staff),
on the exercise of leadership or on technical problems!

- A- middle-level training prog^ammo should be provided for staff,

whose appointment is under consideration; or for those recently promoted

to supervisory grades in the technical or managerial division. It should

deal mainly with organizational and managerial teaching problems, and

should consist of in-depth technical preparation for occupations requiring

higher skills^ and

- Finally, a high level training; pro^xamine should provide access

to the professional level for acme of the higher level supervisory staff.

At present, the introduction of such a programme is difficult

for all the African electric power establishments, to carry out because

of their difference in
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